
Benefits of Managed Infrastructure
Learn how a professionally managed infrastructure

can revolutionize your organization.



Simply stated, managed infrastructure providers 
help improve your IT by1: 

Providing one managed solution for all 
connectivity and field service requirements

Reducing costs by an average of 30-40%

Increasing efficiency by an average of 50-60%

There are many benefits of managed 
infrastructure that will help streamline your 
operations. Read on for the full story.

Why Would a Business Need Managed Infrastructure?



of enterprises utilize the cloud, and they aren’t the only ones reaping the 
benefits of it.2 Small businesses have their say:

BENEFIT 1Get Help Moving to the Cloud

94%
94% report security benefits after moving to the cloud

59% report productivity benefits

82% report reduced costs

But not all organizations that move to the cloud have 
the knowledge to handle the transition on their own. 
A managed infrastructure provider can offer cloud 
services and provide access to cloud-based tools that 
eliminate on-site infrastructure and help you migrate 
to off-premise services.



Enterprise cyber security threats spiked in 
2020, with more to come in 2021.3 Cyber 
security leaders are preparing for a growing 
number of sophisticated attacks, and they 
predict this year will be a repeat of last as the 
arms race between cyber criminals and security 
teams continues to accelerate.

Managed infrastructure providers deliver such 
services as email protection, endpoint 
protection, and vulnerability management to 
assure organizations adhere to compliance 
mandates and keep their data safe.

BENEFIT 2Shore up Your Security



94% report security benefits after moving to the cloud

59% report productivity benefits

82% report reduced costs

But not all organizations that move to the cloud have 
the knowledge to handle the transition on their own. 
A managed infrastructure provider can offer cloud 
services and provide access to cloud-based tools that 
eliminate on-site infrastructure and help you migrate 
to off-premise services.

BENEFIT 3Get Expert Project Oversight

Managed infrastructure providers can help you:

Execute task coordination

Maintain progress for overall project goals

Provide real-time progress updates

Finding a provider that takes complete accountability for all components of business 
connectivity and field service through a single solution is not a pipe dream. Your 
managed infrastructure provider should be able to coordinate multiple vendors, 
contractors, suppliers, carrier management, and aggregation of project timelines.



BENEFIT 4Put Your Focus Back on 
Core Business Functions

Having a managed infrastructure provider with 
expertise across every industry frees up your 
bandwidth to focus on the things that matter – 
such as growing your customer base, 
supporting your employees, and servicing your 
existing customers. 

IT and infrastructure project management 
should not be something you are worried about 
or deal with on a daily basis if you hope to stay 
productive and efficient. Finding a take-charge 
infrastructure provider with the drive and 
experience needed to get your projects across 
the finish line should be the benchmark you 
use, along with taking action and delivering 
solutions to fix your IT issues.



Network Operations Center as a Service (NOCaaS) serves as an extension of your IT team. 
You’ll get a partner who will actively monitor availability of circuits, perform problem 
identification, and manage problems to resolution. A good NOCaaS provider also offers:

True end-to-end management of all tickets

A flat-rate fee schedule with no limit on the 
number of tickets per month

NOCaaS providers give your multi-location 
enterprise 24/7 support center staff and carrier 
escalation management so your IT staff can 
focus on core business initiatives.

BENEFIT 5NOCaaS – The Complete Solution 
for Multi-Location Enterprises



The right mix of cloud and connectivity 
services will support secure data storage for 
your enterprise. Improve upon in-house 
databases and file storage capabilities and 
benefit from the extra space and secure 
backup in the cloud. 
 

Over 50% of small businesses use 
cloud-based storage to save photos, videos, 
digital documents, and other content.4

 
Managed infrastructure providers can provide 
cloud and connectivity solutions that support 
data storage, maximize the file storage 
capabilities of a business, and execute and 
store system backups in the case of a disaster 
recovery operation or network outage. 

BENEFIT 6Cover Data Storage Shortages and Get Secure 
Backup With Cloud and Connectivity Services



BENEFIT 7Manage Expense Budgets Accurately 
With Fixed Maintenance Costs

Managed IT contracts may include maintenance on equipment that is already on site. This 
service enables maintenance costs to be fixed to help set expense budgets.

But why would an organization want to use a 
managed infrastructure provider to maintain 
its equipment? A few benefits:

Software upgrades may be included, which 
extend the life of your platforms and keep 
your network secure.

Managed infrastructure experts can plug 
out-of-date software vulnerabilities targeted 
by hackers and viruses.

You’ll realize increases in productivity when 
IT systems are maintained by a third party provider.



TailWind brings local voice and data services to 
multi-enterprise operations anywhere in North 
America. We deliver a complete voice and data 
infrastructure solution, no matter how many 
locations you have, including:

Expertise across every industry

Streamlined, fully-managed, end-to-end 
service program that relieves you of 
labor-intensive tasks and responsibilities

Managed roll outs, new builds, relocations, 
site closures, and more

Professional management with a single 
point of contact for multiple service 
activities, internet connectivity, and 
infrastructure maintenance

Why TailWind?



We also offer:

Managed infrastructure that enables full client 
oversight while our professionals execute task 
coordination 

Coordination of multiple vendors, contractors, 
suppliers, and carriers

Break-fix support on the carrier side and customer 
premise side for end-to-end network maintenance 
performed by our readily available skilled tech 
experts

Stay clear of off-the-shelf solutions that won’t work 
for the unique needs of your business. Contact us 
today and learn how a customized and professionally 
managed infrastructure can benefit you.

Why TailWind?
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